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Abstract 
Many researchers have demonstrated that those people with higher know-
ledge are less subject to the impact of a given anchor. In real life, however, a 
situation might be quite complicated and not simply a question of an existing 
high (or low) anchor. We have designed four tests to demonstrate the relation 
between knowledge and anchoring. We hold that only in general situations 
can knowledge interfere with the anchoring effect. Study 1 was used to dem-
onstrate this hypothesis. The research result in turn served as the foundation 
for our follow-up studies. Based on this foundation, we conducted three expe-
riments to demonstrate that, when faced with a complicated and difficult es-
timation that must be completed within a short period of time (Study 2), 
when the source of information possesses a high degree of reliability (Study 
3), and when practical experience is lacking (Study 4), the anchoring effect 
will still exert influences on people with higher knowledge. 
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1. Introduction 

When making a numeric estimate, people may be influenced by a given arbitrary 
number. Moreover, they may have a close estimate toward the arbitrary value; 
despite they are fairly inaccurate sometimes. This is the so-called anchoring ef-
fect. For decades, researchers have found evidence to demonstrate that the anc-
horing effect is a robust psychological phenomenon. [1] asked participants to es-
timate the length of the Mississippi River regardless of the domain. Further, [2] 
asked participants to estimate the age of something (“Xianglong”) regardless of 
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whether the subject was real or fictitious. The following examples were consi-
dered by previous researchers as demonstrators of the anchoring effect: general 
knowledge questions [3], estimates of real estate prices [4], estimates of self-ef- 
ficacy [5], probability assessments [6], decisions about criminal sentences [7], 
evaluations of lotteries and gambles [8], math problems [9], and negotiation 
[10]. Moreover, the anchoring effect can occur whether it is an experiment con-
ducted in a lab or an investigation in the field. [11] suggested that participants 
rely on a biased set of information that they employed when providing their ab-
solute estimate of the target value. Therefore, estimates based on comparison 
with an anchor tend to assimilate toward the anchor value. [12] argued that as 
information is employed about a target, people adjust their estimate away from 
the anchor. These adjustments, however, tend to be insufficient. A third expla-
nation of anchoring has been proposed concerning attitude change. According 
to this theory, providing an anchor changes someone’s attitude toward being 
more favorable to the particular attributes of that anchor, thereby biasing future 
answers to have similar characteristics as the anchor. Leading proponents of this 
theory consider it an alternate explanation in line with prior research on anc-
horing, adjusting and selective accessibility. [13] asked participants to view arbi-
trary ID numbers and estimate the number of physicians in the phone book. 

Is the anchoring effect as unquestionably impregnable as studies in many 
areas have been used to demonstrate its actual existence? In fact, the answer to 
this question seems to be inconclusive. The questions posed are in tandem: 
What role do knowledge and experience play? Are more knowledgeable people 
less influenced by anchoring? Do past behavior and experience affect people’s 
judgment? Recently, researchers have posited different arguments. Some re-
searchers have asserted that knowledge does not moderate anchoring, whereas 
others have different viewpoints. That is, some researchers have suggested that 
high-knowledge and low-knowledge people are equally biased by irrelevant 
anchors [14] [15], whereas some are not. For example, [11] demonstrated that 
knowledge can, and likely often does, moderate anchoring effects, though they 
do not assume that this will always be the case. Furthermore, [16] revealed that 
the particular type of knowledge that people possess is an important determinant 
of their susceptibility to the anchoring effect. Further, [17] concluded that people’s 
judgments of their own recent behaviors are susceptible to numeric anchors and 
that self-knowledge does not necessarily reduce the influence of anchors. 

Since whether knowledge will interfere with anchoring is still inconclusive, we 
tried to find out the relations between knowledge and anchoring. These study 
results can help clarify the role that knowledge plays in affecting the anchoring 
effect under certain circumstances, and provide future researchers with new re-
search directions to study the anchoring effect. 

2. Anchoring Effect 
2.1. Selective Accessibility 

When making an estimate, people first make a judgment about whether the giv-
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en anchor and the actual value are equal. Because people tend to engage in hy-
pothesis-consistent testing [18], they may presuppose an identity between the 
given information and the anchor. When arriving at an estimated value, people 
might base their estimate on biased information; thus, the estimated value that 
they arrive at tends to assimilate toward the anchor value. [19], in an experi-
ment, first asked participants whether the percentage of African countries in the 
United Nations was higher or lower than an ostensibly random number (that is, 
the anchor), which was determined by spinning a wheel of fortune (a number 
between 0 and 100). The median estimates of the percentage of African countries 
in the United Nations were 25 and 45 for groups that received 10 and 65 as 
starting points, respectively. The above studies suggested that anchors cause 
people to recruit biased pools of information [3] [20]. [20] “selective accessibili-
ty” also explained the above phenomenon. 

2.2. Anchoring and Adjustment 

Anchoring and adjustment is a psychological heuristic that influences the man-
ner in which people intuitively assess probabilities. According to this heuristic, 
people start with an implicitly suggested reference point (the “anchor”) and 
make adjustments to it to reach their estimate. Owing to a large range of plausi-
ble estimates, adjustments that start from a low anchor stop at the lower end of 
this range, whereas adjustments from a high anchor terminate at the upper end 
of the range [16]. The study by [19] also found that, when participants were un-
able to fully compute a long sequence of calculations within a short span of time, 
the median in the estimate they made regarding the ascending sequence (1 × 2 × 3 
× 4 × 5 × 6 × 7 × 8) was higher (2250 versus 512) than that regarding the descend-
ing sequence (8 × 7 × 6 × 5 × 4 × 3 × 2 × 1). This indicates that anchoring occurs 
not only when the starting point is given to the participant but also when the par-
ticipant bases his/her estimate on the result of some incomplete computation [19]. 

2.3. Priming 

Numeric and magnitude priming posits that anchors prime numbers or magni-
tudes similar to the anchor value [16]. When participants generated their estimates, 
these primed numbers were more likely to come to mind, thereby influencing their 
estimates [4] [21], in their experiments on the price of residential real estate, asked 
participants to estimate the price of a local house based on listing prices the authors 
gave them that varied from low to high. The listing price acted as an anchor such 
that the lower it was, the lower the real estate agents’ estimates of the appraised val-
ue of the house. In this case, the anchor was not completely arbitrary (that is, the 
listing prices were often based on appraised values, and the owners of the house 
presumably did not choose the listing price randomly). Thus, it was common for 
people to use the listing price when forming their judgments [13]. 

2.4. Anchoring and Knowledge 

As mentioned above, a determination of whether knowledge or expertise mod-
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erates the anchoring effect is still inconclusive. In a certain arena, if people pos-
sess greater knowledge or richer experience, the possibility of the anchoring ef-
fect may be lower, which seems to be a reasonable phenomenon. Many studies 
have found that experts (those with high knowledge, experience, or expertise in 
some field) are more resistant to the anchoring effect. Knowledge may play a 
particularly important role in the judgments of one’s own recent behaviors. People 
attend more to self-relevant information and behavior, and self-referential encod-
ing of information, results in better recall [17]. For instance, investors with ade-
quate experience and good records of transactions in the property market would 
possibly have a better understanding of the housing market in a specific region 
than an average person. As they engage in their next investment, they may rely 
on their past transaction records to decide the selling or purchasing price, and 
the impact on them of any price that deviates from the market price (with high 
anchoring or low anchoring) would be relatively small. This is because the 
knowledge and experience they have accumulated from their past transaction 
records or from the process of buying and selling, have given them a certain un-
derstanding of the property price in a specific region. Furthermore, those who 
have recently purchased a house might also be less influenced by the anchoring 
effect as they have a better understanding of the property prices of past transac-
tions as a result of their search for related property information in the process of 
purchasing a house. 

In their study that concludes that “knowledge moderates anchoring,” [11] in-
vestigated anchoring effects in the American football domain, with participants 
having very low knowledge as compared to those having very high knowledge. 
First, the participants were told to answer six questions about American football 
with high or low anchors. Thereafter, they were asked to indicate their self-per- 
ceived football knowledge by clicking on a continuous scale with four equally 
spaced labels: not at all, somewhat, moderately, and extremely. Then, they indi-
cated their level of knowledge about each target question on the same type of 
scale. The study found that participants with higher knowledge exhibited smaller 
anchoring effects. This was true regardless of whether knowledge was assessed 
with self-report or with objective measures of quiz performance. 

Further, [22] examined the effects of anchoring on price estimates in Germa-
ny during the transition from the deutsche mark to the euro. They found that 
before the transition, German participants were more susceptible to anchoring 
when judging prices in euros (with which they were less familiar) than when 
judging prices in deutsche marks. In contrast, several months after the transi-
tion, when Germany had adapted to the new currency, the pattern reversed: par-
ticipants instead anchored more when using deutsche marks [17]. 

[23] also found evidence that numeric judgments of past behavior are sus-
ceptible to external influence. They provided participants with false feedback 
about the success on a task that involved determining whether suicide notes 
were real or fake. After completing the task, participants were first falsely in-
formed that they had either been very successful, somewhat successful, or very 
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unsuccessful. The experimenter then informed participants that this feedback 
was completely false and asked them to estimate how many notes they had ac-
tually correctly identified. Despite the experimenter’s explanation, participants 
who were initially told that they had correctly identified more notes subsequent-
ly estimated that they had actually successfully identified more notes than had 
participants who were initially given more negative feedback. Hence, the initial 
evaluation provided by the experimenter influenced participants’ subsequent 
numeric judgments of their own behaviors. 

As the studies mentioned above indicate, it seems that there is adequate evi-
dence to explain that people with high knowledge or experience are not influ-
enced by anchoring. Some researchers, however, have drawn the opposite con-
clusion. [4] considered real-world setting. After visiting a piece of property cur-
rently for sale, real estate agents and undergraduate students were asked to esti-
mate the appraised value of the property, an appropriate advertised selling price, 
a reasonable price to pay for the house, and the lowest offer they would accept 
for this house if they were the seller. Both groups of participants were simulta-
neously exposed to an anchor. Despite the differences in expertise between the 
two groups, real estate agents and undergraduate students exhibited similar 
anchoring effects. 

[7] asked experienced legal professionals at educational conferences for judges 
and prosecutors to assess whether the sentence for a defendant would be higher 
or lower than 1/3 year(s) (low/high anchor). Consequently, participants who 
were exposed to the high sentencing anchor gave considerably higher sentences 
(M = 33.38 months) than participants who were confronted with a low anchor 
(M = 25.43 months). An analysis of the mean sentencing decisions indicated that 
judges were clearly influenced by the potential sentence suggested by the jour-
nalist. Thus, even the sentencing decisions of experienced legal professionals 
may indeed be influenced by clearly irrelevant sentencing anchors. 

In studies on whether past behaviors will create an anchoring effect on nu-
meric estimate [17], in their study of solver and observer, suggested that no evi-
dence exists that self-knowledge attenuates the effect of numeric anchors: no 
difference was observed between the anchoring of observers and that of solvers 
despite the fact that the solvers should have had more knowledge about their 
own recent behaviors. 

Why does knowledge or expertise moderate the anchoring effect? High- 
knowledge people might be more likely to know the exact answer for a target es-
timate and thus will ignore the anchor and provide the known estimate [11]. 
When judging future behavior, people do not have direct self-knowledge to help 
them avoid anchoring effects. However, when judging past behavior, people may 
have such self-knowledge and be able to draw on it to counteract anchors [17]. 
The relation between knowledge and anchoring effects is complex because not 
all types of knowledge are equally effective at reducing the biasing influences of 
anchors. Increased knowledge is important, but only the right type of knowledge 
can reduce bias [16]. 
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However, [4] tested in real-world setting and suggested that professional real 
estate agents, as compared with amateur undergraduate students, were influ-
enced by anchor in estimating residential real estate. In another study, [17] 
asked participants to complete anagrams and estimate how many they had just 
been given after exposure to a high anchor, a low anchor, or no anchor. The re-
sults suggested that although an anchoring effect emerged, a possible limitation 
of the study was that participants were not technically tracking their own beha-
viors. Since they estimated how many anagrams they were given, rather than 
how many they completed, participants may not have used information about 
their behaviors when answering the question. 

In light of the fact that different studies offer different readings of the relation 
between knowledge and anchoring, the question to be asked, then, is whether 
knowledge will interfere with the anchoring effect. As indicated above, those 
with higher knowledge might have a better grip on the actual answer in their es-
timate of a target value in comparison to those with lower knowledge. Thus, 
those with higher knowledge should be less subject to the impact of a given 
anchor. However, it seems that this will occurs in general situations. In real life, 
however, the situation might be quite complicated and not simply a question of 
the existence of a high (or low) anchor. Based on the above reasons, we hold that 
it is only in general situations that knowledge can interfere with the anchoring 
effect, and this deduction also becomes our first hypothesis: 

H1: In general situations, those with higher knowledge will not be subject to 
the anchoring effect, but people with low level of knowledge will. 

Based on the results of Experiment 1, we would like to make a further deduc-
tion: does knowledge necessarily interfere with the anchoring effect without ex-
ception? In Hypothesis 1, we stipulate that “in general situations,” which means 
in some specific situations, people with higher knowledge, when making their 
estimation, will also be influenced by a given anchor set and thereby the anc-
horing effects. Consider this: if one has to resolve a highly complicated and dif-
ficult issue in a short amount of time, then could the anchor exert its influence 
during this time? This is precisely our second hypothesis: 

H2: When faced with a complicated and difficult problem that cannot be re-
solved within a short time frame, there will still be an anchoring effect for those 
with a high level of knowledge. 

Further, as people with higher knowledge have a deeper understanding of the 
targeted object whose value they are estimating, they may ignore randomly given 
anchors. They will, rather, take their own knowledge as the basis for the estima-
tion, as they may consider that randomly given anchors possess no value for ref-
erence. Thus, in general situations, the anchoring effect will not occur. However, 
what would happen if the information source of the anchor had a high reference 
value? Would people with higher knowledge consider the source of this infor-
mation as more reliable than the knowledge they possess and consequently take 
it as a point of reference in their estimation? This deduction becomes our third 
hypothesis: 
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H3: In a case where the information source of the anchor possesses a high ref-
erence value, then the anchoring effect will take place even among people with 
higher knowledge. 

Finally, it is not uncommon to hear that people are criticized as “armchair 
strategists” when they are drawing up plans or making decisions. In other words, 
although some people may have a relatively high level of knowledge, they may 
also lack much practical experience. Hence, when making a numeric estimate, 
they will often tend toward the theoretical side and hence overlook the practical 
situation. This view becomes our fourth hypothesis. 

H4: In the case of a lack of sufficient practical experience, the anchoring effect 
will still occur even among people with higher knowledge. 

3. Present Studies 

We conducted four studies to prove our hypotheses above. In Study 1, we first 
performed an experiment to confirm the results of past researchers: one’s level of 
knowledge in fact has a moderating effect on the occurrence of anchoring. This 
research result then served as the foundation for our follow-up studies. On this 
foundation, we conducted three experiments to demonstrate that, when faced 
with a complicated and difficult estimation that must be completed within a 
short period of time (Study 2), when the source of information possesses a high 
degree of reliability (Study 3), and when practical experience is lacking (Study 
4), the anchoring effect will still happen to people with higher knowledge. 

3.1. Study 1 
3.1.1. Participants 
We successfully interviewed 80 people who had bought property in New Taipei 
City (Taiwan) during the past year and simultaneously applied for a loan with a 
bank; we classified them as group A. Simultaneously, this was the first time these 
participants had bought a house. Those who in group A were randomly selected 
from twelve branches of four banks located in New Taipei City. Sixteen of total 
interviewees were not qualified because they had bought one or more houses in 
their lives. In addition, we interviewed 80 persons who had resided in the same 
area for over 3 years with no experience in purchasing a house or plans to buy a 
house within 1 year; we classified them as group B. All participants would re-
ceive a cup of black tea. Upon completion, five of the participants would be se-
lected by lot for a Starbucks coffee coupon as a prize. 

3.1.2. Materials 
Our interviews were divided into three parts. The first part invited the partici-
pants who experienced in house buying to answer questions on the process of 
their property search and price negotiations, while those without experience in 
house buying were invited to share their views on the current real estate market. 
This part was unrelated to the data we wanted to analyze. Its purposes were 
mainly to help the participants recall their past house-buying behaviors or focus 
more on real estate issues as well as guide them toward having greater interest in 
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the follow-up questions so that we could obtain answers closer to the reality. The 
second part was an anchoring test. The third part was for collecting demograph-
ic information about the participants. 

3.1.3. Procedure 
In the first part, we first invited the interviewees to share their house-buying ex-
perience. If the interviewees of group A (that is, those with higher knowledge) 
failed to meet the requirements we laid down (to have bought their first home 
within the last year and done so in New Taipei City), no follow-up actions would 
be carried out for them and the interview was considered to be invalid. Similarly, 
if the interviewees of group B (those without house-buying experience within the 
past year and who had no intention of buying a house in a year) did not meet the 
requirements we laid down, no follow-up actions were carried out for them. 

In the second part, we presented a residential real estate property located in 
New Taipei City (Taiwan). Information on the house included location, size, 
type of building, years, and the current condition. Participants were asked to es-
timate whether the price of the house we presented was higher or lower than 
New Taiwan dollar 700 (high anchor) versus 400 (low anchor) thousand per 
unit. Here 1 unit represents 0.325 square meters. Counterbalancing of the anc-
hors did not affect the results. Next, participants were asked to assess the current 
price per unit. Then they were asked about their knowledge level (1 = little to 9 = 
extremely high) concerning the prices of residential real estate in this area im-
mediately after making their estimate. Moreover, they were asked to judge the 
knowledge level of other group members. 

The third part served to collect demographic information about the partici-
pants. 

3.1.4. Results and Discussion 
In this experiment, we carried out a 2 (knowledge: high vs. low) X 2 (anchor: 
high vs. low) ANOVA analysis. As expected, significant interactive effects were 
generated between high and low knowledge on the one hand, and high and low 
anchors on the other (F(1,156) = 48.32, p < 0.001). We simultaneously per-
formed a simple F-test on Groups A and B respectively: in group B (that is, those 
without any house-buying experience and having no plans to buy a house in a 
year), we found a significant anchoring effect (F(1,78) = 98.97, p < 0.001). Par-
ticipants gave higher estimates following a high anchor (M = 55.15, SD = 5.82) 
as compared to following a low anchor (M = 43.30, SD = 4.79). In group A (that 
is, those who had house-buying experience within the past year), there was no 
anchoring phenomenon (F(1,78) = 0.14, p = 0.708). The mean and standard 
deviation for those receiving high anchors and low anchors were M = 48.30, SD 
= 5.18 and M = 47.88, SD = 4.49, respectively.  

The results of Study 1 indicate that in a specific domain, although the partici-
pants were asked about their knowledge level immediately after making their es-
timate, those with relatively more experience will certainly increase their level of 
knowledge in this domain. Therefore, their knowledge judgments could have re-
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flected their confidence in their estimates more than their knowledge about the 
topic [14]. However, simultaneously, we also used the method of mutual rating 
of each other’s level of knowledge to re-verify the results. We found that, re-
gardless of the scores given by the participants concerning their own level of 
knowledge or those given by other groups concerning their own group, the 
mean score of participants with experience are both significantly higher than 
that of those without experience (self-assessment score F(1,158) = 266.17, p < 
0.001); peer assessment score F(1,158) = 49.97, p < 0.001). In general, if the as-
sessment of knowledge level is based, to a significant extent, on self-confidence, 
then the score given to others will be relatively lower. However, this did not 
happen when we asked participants to assess their own and others’ knowledge 
levels, which means that, regardless of whether they were making an assessment 
of themselves or others, the score obtained by those with experience was signifi-
cantly higher than that of those without experience. 

Regarding these results, we believe that those with lower knowledge, in their 
quantitative estimation (housing prices), might rely on the plausible anchors 
given by us as their starting value for the estimation. Furthermore, due to an in-
sufficient adjustment, those receiving high anchors would give a relatively higher 
estimation of the price and those receiving low anchors would give a relatively 
lower estimation. In the high knowledge group, when making their price estima-
tion, they might disregard the anchors given by us and use their own knowledge 
accumulated from recent experience as the reference value for the price estima-
tion. That is to say, if they have conducted sufficient price inquiries and com-
parisons over the past year related to purchasing a property, the anchors given 
would have little effect on them. 

Our results prove the deduction of our first hypothesis: anchoring effects will 
not take place among people with higher knowledge, whereas they are inevitable 
among people with lower knowledge. The results of this study would become the 
foundation for our following studies, which would leave out those with lower 
knowledge and focus on the issue of conditions under which anchoring effects 
would still take place among those with higher knowledge.  

3.2. Study 2 
3.2.1. Participants 
We successfully interviewed 160 professional residential real estate investors 
who had worked in this market for over 10 years, and specifically had more than 
3 cases bargained per year in the last 5 years in Taipei City (Taiwan). We classi-
fied them as Group A (those with high knowledge). At the same time, we also 
successfully interviewed 160 ordinary residents of Taipei City. They had never 
had the experience of buying a house, and had no plans to do so within the 
coming year. We classified them as Group B (those with low knowledge). All 
participants would receive a cup of black tea as a reward, and we would further 
select five participants by lot, with each receiving a 7-eleven NT$100 gift certifi-
cate. 
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3.2.2. Materials 
Similar to Study 1, our interviews were also divided into three parts. In the first 
part, we first invited the participants of group A to share their investment expe-
rience in real estate. For Group B participants, we asked them to share their 
views on the current real estate market. The second part was an anchoring test. 
The third part was conducted for collecting demographic information about the 
participants. 

3.2.3. Procedure 
As the contents of the first and third parts of these interviews were similar to 
Study 1, we did not repeat the explanation here. They were in line with our con-
clusions.” When faced with a complicated and difficult problem that cannot be 
resolved within a short time frame ...” Therefore, this experiment was divided 
into two stages. In the first stage, we adapted the same approach as in study 1 
and ask all our respondents to value the properties we offered. Since this stage 
was consistent with the practice of study 1, we no longer provided detailed de-
scriptions. The only difference lay in the fact that after the valuation, we invited 
our subjects to rate the complexity and difficulty of the problem (1 = little to 9 = 
extremely high). This score was mainly used to compare the complexity and dif-
ficulty of the topics we provided in the second stage. The second stage was di-
vided into two parts. In the first part, we gave the subjects 30 minutes to answer 
the question (no time pressure), and with only 1 minute in the second part (time 
pressure). We randomly assigned subjects from groups A and B to the first and 
second part. Except for the time limits, the questions in both parts were exactly 
the same. In this stage, we designed a more complicated question. We presented 
the participants with two sets of photos about a residential real estate property. 
We told the participants that the first set of photos showed the house bought by 
an investor during the last 2 years. Besides showing by photos of the then condi-
tions of the house, we offered information about the house, including its loca-
tion, size, type of building, and years. After that, we presented a second set of 
photos. The house in this set of photos was actually the same as the one in the 
first set, but its exterior and interior had been renovated and it was newly fur-
nished as well. We told the participants that the investor had already sold this 
house in the previous month without telling them the purchase price 2 years ear-
lier or the selling price in the last month, but we indicated to them that there 
were some hidden expenses both in owning the house and in the transaction 
process, such as transaction taxes, agency fees, interior decoration fees, bank 
loan interest, and so on. We simply indicated the related expenses, but we did 
not clearly tell the participants the actual amount of these expenses. Finally, we 
invited the participants to assess whether the profits obtained by the investor in 
this transaction were higher or lower than New Taiwan dollar 5 million (high 
anchor versus 500 thousand: low anchor). Next, the participants were asked to 
assess how much the investor had gained in this bargain. The main reason we 
made this hint regarding the cost of real estate transactions was our hope that 
the two groups would have a uniform basis for estimation, avoiding the situation 
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where Group B participants only based the estimated value we wanted on the 
price difference between buying and selling, ignoring the costs and fees asso-
ciated with such transactions, which would create disparity in the basis of esti-
mation with Group A participants, thus causing the estimated value we acquired 
to lose their referentiality. As with Study 1, we then asked all participants to rate 
the level of their knowledge of this transaction we provided (1 = little to 9 = ex-
tremely high). Moreover, they were asked to judge the knowledge level of other 
group members. Finally, we asked our subjects to rate the complexity and diffi-
culty of the questions and the stress associated with given time constraint (1 = 
little to 9 = extremely high). While inquiring about complexity, difficulty and 
time pressure, we used [24]: “Overall, how difficult was this task?” and “How 
much time pressure did you feel while working on this task?” When rating and 
in order to maintain the consistency of the overall experiment, we used a grad-
ing scale of 1 to 9.  

3.2.4. Results and Discussion 
Before we proceed to the result analysis, let us explain the premises of our hypo-
thesis. First, we compared the scores of all the subjects’ grading complexity and 
difficulty in the first and second stage. The results show that when asked ques-
tions about the investor’s profit on a given transaction (stage 2) and property 
valuation (stage 1), the complexity and difficulty of the questions experienced by 
stage 2 subjects were significantly higher than those experienced by stage 1 sub-
jects (F(1,638) = 4.333, p < 0.001). In other words, this experiment effectively 
manipulates both complexity and difficulty. When evaluating time pressure, the 
pressure experienced by the subjects who only had 1 minute to respond (time 
pressure) was significantly higher than that of the subjects who had 30 minutes 
(no time pressure) to do so (F(1,318) = 2.581, p < 0.001). In the absence of time 
limits, the average response time amounts to 13 minutes and 2 seconds. There-
fore, subjects granted 30 minutes could answer calmly and without any time 
pressure. This result shows that we are also successful at time pressure manipu-
lation. We must also note that even though we asked subjects to evaluate given 
properties in the first stage, neither the anchor nor the knowledge levels will be 
analyzed any further because the same experiment has been already concluded 
in study 1. 

Let us proceed to the final analysis. In stage 2 of this experiment, we found 
that in the absence of time pressure, there are significant interactions between 
knowledge and anchors (F(1,156) = 154.53, p < 0.001); In the presence of time 
pressure there is no significant interactions (F(1,156) = 1.709, p = 0.193). Al-
though, when facing difficulties, knowledgeable participants rely on their know-
ledge as the basis for the estimation, they are not affected by any anchors. How-
ever, when facing a complex scenario and making an estimation in a short time, 
the level of knowledge (or having or not having) was always influenced by the 
given anchor.  

This result agrees with our conjecture: when given a short period of time to 
make a relatively more complicated and difficult quantitative estimation, those 
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with higher knowledge, for fear of not able to complete their estimation within a 
fixed period of time, would take the anchors we gave them despite their past ex-
perience might have told them what the actual profits should be in this kind of 
situation. However, to arrive at an answer in a short period of time, they might 
have been more inclined to make their estimation based on the anchors we pro-
vided. Hence, the anchoring effect occurred. We must also note that regarding 
the assessment of the knowledge of the content of the questions of this study, 
similar to Study 1, regardless of whether the assessment was by self or the other 
group, the scores of people with high knowledge were significantly higher than 
those with low knowledge (self-assessment: F(1,318) = 2.106, p < 0.001; peer as-
sessment: F(1,318) = 2.120, p < 0.001.). 

3.3. Study 3 
3.3.1. Participants 
We successfully interviewed 120 financial specialists with more than 10 years’ 
experience at banks, whose main duties were managing customers’ assets and 
the sales of financial products, such as insurance, funds, bonds, and so on. To be 
qualified for this job, they were required to register in the related fields. Also, 
during their employment, they were required to receive training for more than 
10 hours every week, and possess a certain level of knowledge of the pulse of in-
ternational finance. We classified these people as Group A (high knowledge). 
We also interviewed 120 ordinary people, who did not work in the fields of 
finance and securities, and who did not regularly invest in stocks or funds; we 
classified these people as Group B (low knowledge). All participants would re-
ceive a small notebook as reward. 

3.3.2. Materials 
The contents of the interviews comprised three parts. For Group A, we mainly 
asked them to share their past experience, both in their work and in helping 
clients in managing their investment and finance in the first part. For Group B, 
the first part mainly involved inviting participants to express their views on the 
current financial situation. The second was an anchor test. The third part was 
conducted for collecting demographic information about the participants. 

3.3.3. Procedure 
The contents and research of the first part had the same intention as that of Stu-
dies 1 and 2 and were not directly related to this study, hence requiring no fur-
ther explanation. The second part was an anchoring test, which is also the main 
component of this study. Regarding the anchor test, it was conducted in two 
stages. In the first stage, there were 60 financial experts (members of Group A) 
and 60 ordinary people (members of Group B) participating in our experiment. 
Before administering the anchoring question, we first administered a test with 
nine questions (see Table 1), and told them that if they could correctly answer 
five or more of them, they would receive an extra prize. Then we proceeded with 
the anchor test. We adopted a counterbalance measure to prevent our results  
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Table 1. The list of nine questions. 

1. Who currently serves as the Governor of the Central Bank of the Taiwan? 

2. Who is the current chair of the Board of Governors of the US Federal Reserve System? 

3. What is the term of office for the Governor of the Central Bank of Taiwan? 

4. 
What is the term of office of the chair of the Board of Governors of the US Federal Reserve 
System? 

5. To boost its exports, what usually is the exchange rate policy of a country? 

6. What does NAFTA stand for? 

7. What is the main currency currently in circulation in France? 

8. 
According to what the International Monetary Fund announced in 2015, which countries 
were the three largest economies in the world? 

9. Is exchange rate depreciation beneficial or harmful to exports? 

 
from being affected. First, we informed the participants that some people (with-
out saying who they were) believed that the probability that in 2016, Taiwan’s 
GDP growth rate reaching 1.2%would be 65% (high anchor point versus 25%: 
low anchor point). We asked the respondents if they believed that the chance of 
Taiwan’s GDP growth rate reaching 1.2% in 2016 was higher or lower than 65% 
(high anchor versus 25%: low anchor), and then asked them to assess this prob-
ability. After they gave their answers, we invited them to assess the reliability of 
the source of this information on a scale that ranged from 1 (=extremely unreli-
able) to 9 (=absolutely reliable). Then, they were asked about their knowledge 
level (1 = little to 9 = extremely high) concerning this issue immediately after 
they made their estimate. 

In the second stage, 60 financial experts (members of Group A) and 60 ordi-
nary people (members of Group B) participated in our experiment. Like in the 
first stage, we first gave them a test with nine questions, and also told them that 
those who correctly answered five or more questions would receive an extra 
prize. We then administered the anchor test. We verbally narrated a report, 
whose gist was an analysis of Taiwan’s current economic situation and pros-
pects. Simultaneously, we reminded the participants of the source of this report, 
telling them that in this report, an authoritative expert (an economic commen-
tator) believed that the probability of Taiwan’s GDP growth rate reaching 1.2% 
in 2016 would be 65% (high anchor point versus 25%: low anchor point). We 
again asked the respondents if they believe that the chance of Taiwan’s GDP 
growth rate reaching 1.2% in 2016 is higher or lower than 65% (high anchor 
versus 25%: low anchor), and then asked them to assess this probability. Just as 
in the first stage, after finishing the anchoring questions, we also invited the par-
ticipants to assess the reliability of the source of this information as well as their 
knowledge level of this issue using the same assessment method as in stage 1.  

3.3.4. Results and Discussion 
Just like in study 2, prior to performing our anchoring analysis, we first ex-
plained to the participants the confidence levels of our sources of knowledge and 
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anchors. First, regarding the reliability of information sources of the anchors, the 
participants of the second stage had significantly greater confidence in the in-
formation source we provided than those of the first stage, F(1,238) = 573.54, p < 
0.001 (M = 5.91 vs. 2.66). That is to say, our manipulation of the confidence level 
of the information source of the anchors was successful. Next, regarding the 
knowledge test, the average number of correct answers of Group A to our ques-
tions on international finance (those with high knowledge) was significantly 
higher than that of Group B (those with low knowledge), F(1,238) = 727.07, p < 
0.001 (M = 5.99 vs. 2.58). Secondly, in the self-assessment of all participants re-
garding their knowledge levels, the average score of Group A members was also 
significantly higher than that of Group B members, F(1,238) = 853.81, p < 0.001 
(M = 7.08 vs. 3.37). Lastly, we conducted an analysis of the correlation between 
the number of the participants’ correct answers and the scores of their 
self-assessment, their correlation coefficients in these two items were r = 0.68 
and r = 0.50 respectively. 

Next came our anchoring analysis. In the first stage, we carried out a 2 
(knowledge: high vs. low) X 2 (anchoring: high vs. low) two-way ANOVA analy-
sis. The results showed that when the participants had lower confidence in the 
information sources of the anchors (which is what we noted in Study 1, “in gen-
eral situations”), there was significant interaction between knowledge and anc-
hors, F(1,116) = 34.78, p < 0.01. But in the second stage, when the reliability of 
the sources of the anchors the participants received was higher, there was no 
significant interaction between knowledge and anchors (F(1,116) = 0.36, p = 
0.55). 

In line with what we conjectured, even for the participants with higher know-
ledge, when faced with an opinion they considered to be authoritative, they 
would still choose to believe it and make an estimation close to this opinion. 
When in the first stage the participants were told that it was “some people’s opi-
nion” on the probability of Taiwan’s GDP growth rate reaching 1.2% in 2016, 
they tended to rely more on their own knowledge accumulated through expe-
rience; hence, they would not take the given anchors as the reference value in 
making their quantitative estimation, but rather make their final decision ac-
cording to judgments based on their own knowledge. However, when it came to 
an opinion of a person of great authority, they might then consider it (as they 
might believe it to be more reliable than their own knowledge) and might be less 
concerned with their past understanding of this same issue. The results of this 
study have proven our third hypothesis: anchoring effects will still occur in 
people with greater knowledge when the source of information of the anchors 
possesses a high degree of reliability. 

Although the experimental results conformed to our expectations, we must 
note that in this experiment, what we obtained was only when the information 
source of anchors was reliable, the anchoring effect would still occur in people 
with high knowledge. However, we have no way knowing how high the level of 
reliability should reach before it renders knowledge ineffective in anchoring. 
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3.4. Study 4 
3.4.1. Participants 
We successfully interviewed 120 staff members, who worked as credit account 
managers in banks, and who became subjects of our experiment. Before advanc-
ing to a position of a credit account manager, they had to have at least 3 years of 
experience at entry level (as an advisor or credit account assistant), and had their 
skills verified by a respective bank supervisor. Afterwards, they became eligible 
for a three-month training course, and finally obtained a certificate from the 
Taiwan Academy of Banking and Finance Institute, which allowed them to offi-
cially hold this position. In this experiment, participants from group A had over 
10 years of experience as credit account managers (more practical experience), 
and group B participants had between 1 and 3 years of experience (less practical 
experience). Participants would all receive a cup of black tea as a reward. 

3.4.2. Materials 
Our interviews were divided into three parts. In the first part, participants were 
asked to share their work experience. This part was not related to the informa-
tion we wanted to analyze, but was mainly conducted to arouse the interest of 
the participants on the issues, with the hope that they would focus more on the 
following anchor questions. The second part was an anchor test. The third part 
was conducted for collecting demographic information about the participants. 

3.4.3. Procedure 
As the first and third parts of the questionnaire were the same as those in Study 
1, we did not repeat them. Part 2 is about the anchor test. We provided our sub-
jects with 2 questions. In the first question, we provided the basic information 
about a fictional company: its activities, size, operational profile, current busi-
ness loans and account balance. Then we asked our subjects the following ques-
tion: if the company was to apply for a short-term loan in the amount of NTD 30 
million, would the probability of having it approved be higher or lower than 
65%, according to your experience and judgement (high anchor versus 25%: 
low anchor)? Then we ask our subjects to assess how likely the case is to be ap-
proved. And finally, we ask them to assess their practical experience in dealing 
with new clients in their own career (1 = little to 9 extremely high). In the 
second question, we followed the steps of the previous one, and gave relevant 
information about another company. Then, we informed our subjects that the 
company’s loan was due but it could not be paid because of insufficient funds. 
The company was short of funds, which resulted in a late loan payment ... which 
eventually was paid on time. Subsequently, we asked our subjects if the probabil-
ity of the company eventually calling a credit default is higher or lower than 
65%, according to their experience (high anchor versus 25%: low anchor. 
Then, we asked them how likely the default was to happen. Just like in the pre-
vious instance, we asked them to assess their own practical experience (1 = little 
to 9 extremely high). At the end of the questionnaire, we asked our subjects to 
assess their knowledge as credit account managers (1 = little to 9 extremely 
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high). Counterbalancing the anchors did not affect the results. In other words, 
for some of the subjects with the two questions the high anchor occurred twice, 
for some the low anchor occurred twice, and of course, there were also people 
who got both a low and high anchor. We use 2 questions to test our subjects 
separately, and see whether experience and anchors influence each other. 

3.4.4. Results and Discussion 
The main reasons why the test consists of two questions are as follows: Firstly, 
we believe that the anchoring effect comes into play when those who have pro-
fessional knowledge encounter a problem which cannot be solved with the mere 
help of that very knowledge, or when they lack sufficient practical experience to 
make the calculation. This situation should occur in all aspects of the entire 
process, not only in part of it. Therefore, we have raised two questions from 
their field of work. One concerns finding new customers, while the other main-
taining customer relationships. From the practical point of view, the judgement 
in these two cases should rely on practical experience Knowledge alone is not 
enough. We hope that our conclusion applies to the entire process, and as long 
as there is a lack of practical experience, not even professional knowledge can 
prevent the anchoring effect. Moreover, the result of this twofold test will 
strengthen our conclusion, and get verified in different professional fields. Se-
condly, when we compare our estimations with regular estimations, we might 
get more answers influenced by subjects’ personal characteristics. For example, 
when our subject’s personality is optimistic, the success rate of new applications 
may be estimated to be high, and that of credit defaults to be low. If the subject is 
conservative by nature, the results may be opposite. Therefore, in this twofold 
test we randomly assign high and low anchors to reduce the impact of this factor 
on the results of our experiment. Generally speaking, our expectation was that 
knowledgeable participants with abundant experiences in this domain should 
not be influenced by anchoring. For those with only knowledge but lack rela-
tively abundant experiences, anchoring effects would still come into play in their 
numeric estimate. As expected, regardless of how likely the new credit applica-
tion is to succeed or how likely the credit default is to be called, the mutual in-
fluence of different experience and anchor levels in our subjects is significant 
(F(1,116) = 14.42, p < 0.001); F(1,116) = 14.28, p < 0.001), respectively). In other 
words, the results of the two different parts of the test are as we expected. Having 
taken into account the personal traits of our subjects and assigned random anc-
hors, we noticed they did not affect the results of our experiment. As for the in-
dividual self-assessment of experience, we found that in the twofold test group 
A, subjects scored significantly higher than group B (F(1,118) = 55.72, p < 
0.001);F(1,118) = 62.43, p < 0.001), respectively). In the self-assessment of 
knowledge, the scores of the two groups had no significant differences (F(1,118) 
= 1.242, p = 0.267). 

The situation of “armchair strategy” is not uncommon in daily life. In other 
words, there are always discrepancies between reality and the decisions made by 
people possessing only theoretical knowledge but lacking practical experience. In 
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this test, we have demonstrated that in general situations, those with higher 
knowledge may not be influenced by anchoring, but if they lack relatively abun-
dant experiences, the anchoring effect will occur. 

4. General Discussion 

We designed four tests to demonstrate the relation between knowledge and 
anchoring. Many studies have already put forward their findings on this issue, 
one of which is an investigation of the anchoring effects in the domain of Amer-
ican football by [11], suggesting that participants with higher knowledge exhibit 
smaller anchoring effects. However, the focus of the present study is on identi-
fying under what kinds of conditions anchoring effects will exert on those people 
with higher knowledge. 

Study 1 served as the foundation for our several follow-up studies. We found 
that when people have a relatively high level of knowledge, anchoring effects will 
definitely not come into play, but for those lacking knowledge, such effects will 
undoubtedly occur. In Study 2, we used a two-stage experiment to estimate the 
complexity and difficulty of the problem. The first stage is the same as study 1, 
but in the second stage, we increased the complexity and difficulty of the prob-
lem. Moreover, in the second stage, we divided the subjects into two groups. The 
first was given sufficient answer time (no time pressure), while the other had one 
minute to answer (time pressure). The results show that when faced with more 
complex and difficult tasks without any time pressure, the high/low know-
ledge-anchor interactions are insignificant. In other words, even if knowledgea-
ble people are faced with difficult problems, but have sufficient time, they rely on 
their knowledge to make calculations, and no anchor effect occurs. However, 
when time pressure is present, in order to answer in time, the knowledgeable 
subjects rely on the provided anchors to make initial calculations. When time is 
insufficient, the anchoring effect comes into play. In Study 3, we indicated the 
source of information of the anchors. We found that, when the participants had 
relatively higher confidence in the source, the anchoring effect would occur. In 
Study 4, we distinguished the participants with higher knowledge in terms of the 
experience they had. We found that different amounts of practical experiences 
and high/low anchors influence each other. In other words, even within their 
field of expertise, when they have relatively little practical experience, the sub-
jects’ estimations are still affected by given anchors. 

4.1. Research Contributions 

Past researches on anchoring conducted by researchers in the past focused on 
verifying the existence of the anchoring effect [5] [6], whereas recently, re-
searchers have begun to consider knowledge as a very important variable in the 
research regarding the anchoring effect [16] [17]. However, there has yet been 
any conclusion as to whether knowledge has any influence on anchoring. In this 
study, four experiments were conducted. Firstly, the conclusions drawn by 
scholars from the knowledge and anchoring research were verified once again 
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using an estimation on real estate prices. The research result showed that gener-
ally knowledge tends to have an effect on anchoring. Secondly, we proposed a 
new hypothesis which had never been proposed by any scholars in the past— 
although knowledge does have an effect on anchoring, under certain circums-
tances, knowledge has no effect on anchoring. The anchoring effect also happens 
among highly educated people when they engage in number estimation. 

The experiment results showed that the anchoring effect occurs among highly 
educated people when they engage in complex number estimation tasks which 
have a time limit, when the source of anchor information was highly credible, or 
when they lacked experience in that particular field. These study results can help 
clarify the role that knowledge plays in affecting the anchoring effect under cer-
tain circumstances, and provide future researchers with new research directions 
to study the anchoring effect. 

4.2. Limitations and Future Researches 

The main purpose of this study was to prove whether the anchors take effect 
among highly educated people, thus causing the anchoring effect. Although the 
hypothesis proposed had been proven by experiments, there still are research li-
mitations in the experiments. The first limitation is how researchers measure 
knowledge. In the past, scholars tended to categorize the subjects into two 
groups, highly educated and not highly educated when examining the relation-
ship between knowledge and anchoring. One of the methods they used was to 
classify people who work in a professional field as highly educated and those 
who do not as not highly educated. For example, [4] classified real estate agents 
as highly educated people and postgraduates as not highly educated people. The 
second limitation is that some scholars attempted to classify subjects by asking 
them to rate themselves on their level of knowledge such as in [11]. Some scho-
lars believed the self-assessment approach might give more weight to the factor 
of self-confidence than the level of knowledge or experience of the subjects [14]. 
In this study, we took into account the subjects’ professions as well as adopted 
the self-assessment approach to categorize subjects into two different groups, 
more highly educated and less educated. We also adopted the mechanism of 
mutual evaluation. However, we were unable to measure the actual level of 
knowledge of our subjects. Moreover, in our attempt to find out how knowledge 
affects the anchoring effect (Experiment 1), we could only define more highly 
educated people are less likely to be affected by anchors under general circums-
tances compared to those who are less educated. But we were not able to draw a 
conclusion as to how smart a subject has to be in order for the relationship be-
tween knowledge and anchoring to become apparent.  

The second issue is that the answers implied in the number estimation using 
real estate prices as anchors were uncertain. Real estimate prices were fluctuant, 
so there was no fixed answer. Therefore, in the experiment, the subjects might 
have been influenced by the recent reports or evaluation on real estate, thus 
having a preconception of the prices prior to the experiment instead of evaluat-
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ing the scenario based on a random anchor provided. In this experiment, we did 
not propose any possible variable for discussion, which was another limitation in 
this study. 

Thirdly, the richness of experience might be a subjective judgment. Generally, 
the more experience one has in a specific field, the knowledge the person has. In 
this study, we considered the number of years of experience each experimental 
subject has in the field, in conjunction with the self-assessment completed by the 
subject and their peer review to determine the level of their knowledge. The va-
riable of “experience” was not quantitatively tested. For this reason, experience 
and knowledge might overlap.  

The recent studies on anchoring mostly centered on the role of knowledge, 
which leaves a lot of unanswered questions as to whether knowledge has an ef-
fect on anchoring. This study first proposed that knowledge generally has an ef-
fect on anchoring except in special scenarios when the factor of knowledge does 
not take effect. Nevertheless, this study found out three scenarios where know-
ledge does not have an effect on anchoring. In future studies, more relevant sce-
narios might be found to prove the significant role of knowledge in influencing 
the anchoring effect and to clarify the relationship between knowledge and anc-
horing. 

5. Conclusion 

Past studies have indicated that anchoring seems to be a stable psychological 
phenomenon. However, many scholars have attempted to find a factor that can 
moderate anchoring effects, and a person’s level of knowledge has become the 
focus in recent studies by scholars. Why might the level of knowledge moderate 
the anchoring phenomenon? This is because people with greater knowledge 
should have a better understanding of the actual conditions or answers [11] re-
lated to specific matters than the average person. We have also adopted a posi-
tive view of the relation between anchoring and knowledge, meaning that know-
ledge can indeed moderate anchoring effects. However, we also believe that such 
moderation will only occur in general situations. When high-knowledge people 
are faced with a complex quantitative estimation that must be made within a 
short period of time, they will still be unable to escape the influence of anchor-
ing. In addition, we believe that, if the information source of the anchors is given 
and when high-knowledge participants have a relatively high degree of confi-
dence in the source, then anchoring effects will occur. Finally, we have also 
shown that, even if one possesses relatively greater knowledge, but in those do-
mains where one’s experience is relatively meager, anchoring effects will still 
occur. 
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